u

GRIUITATIlllI

'lrlfiife Sonu was sitting on tlie terrdce rea[ing
fits fessons a |reeze 6tew o;ff tfre papers.,Afong
witfi tfie papers fiu pen atso fe[[ fown. Eut tfie
pen toucfief tlie groun[ first. Sonu wonferef
wfiy tlie papers anf the pen ;fe[[ down and
whetfrer it wds tfre gredter mass of tlie pen tliat
ma[e itfatffaster. '(Uliat [o yu tfrin?t

*

When does the change in the
reading become greater?

Hang an object from the hook of the
spring balance. \zt4ry did the spring
get extended when the object was
hung from it?
Don't you know that the earth attracts
all objects towards it. It is to the centre
of the earth that ihey are attracted. Is

this gravitational force equal on all
objects? Let's find out.
Hang a spring balance and pu1l its
hook downwards. Haven't you seen
that the reading ln the balance has
changed?

*

Hang a bottle half fiiled with water at
the hook of a spring balance. Then fill
the bottle with waier and hang it again.
Note down the readings in the table
below.
s1.

Object hung from the

No.

spring balance

1.

bottle half filled with
water

2.

Bottle full of water

What caused the change in the
reading in the spring balance?

Table

Reading

6..1
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Force is needed to elongate a spring.

between the earth and an objeci?
Record it.

ht

expeiment the sping gets elongated
because of the graaitntionnl force of the
earth ncting on the mnss hung from it.
the

*

Don't you know that when the
quantity of matter increases, the
mass also increases. If so, which one

Discuss the points given below and
find the answers.

*

an apple or on a coconut?

of the objects given in the table 6.1,
is of greater mass?

*
\A4rich one is attracted towards the
earth with greater force?

*

Haven't you found out a factor that
influences the gravitational force

Does the earth exert greater force on

On an elephant or on a goat?

Does the gravitational force of the earth
on a body depend on the mass of the

body alone?

Newton's law of universal gravitation
All

objects

in

the uni'oerse tfttroct one another. Ertery body nttracts eoery other body

uith a force.

This force is directly proporfional to the product of
proportionnl to the square of tlrc distance between tlem .

tluir

masses

andinaersely

Sir Isaac NetLtton ariaed at the lnzu ofuniaersal graaitation following the experiments
and obserontions nade by his predecessors, including Kepler nnd Galileo.

lf

F is

lf

they are separnted by n distnnce

tlLe

force of attrnction betrueen tuto objects tLtith mass M nnd m then F

d, F

oc

Mm

c-f.

On conbining ue get,

Fn Mm
&
of

d

E r-- Mm
d-

G is knozttn

as

tlrc grauitntional constnnt. The oalue of G zuas first determined.
rr

experimentally by tlrc scientist Cnaendish. The aalue of Gis 6.67x10,,

jql
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,-r
Kg'

Fig.6.1

Complete the table below on the basis of the law of universal
gravrtation,
s1.

Mass

No.

M(kg)

of Obiects
m(kg)

Distance between
Objects d(m)

attraction F(N)

Force of

1

2

2

?

Gx...

2

4

2

2

3

4

4

2

4

2

?

4

5

2

2

1

Gx.
Gx.
Gx.
Cx.

Table 6.2

Find out the variations in the force of
atftaction in the following situations by
examining the details given in the
tab1e.

*

Two children weighing 50kg and
40kg respectively sit at a distance
of 2m. \Mhat is the force of atLraction
between them?

* What is the force of attraction
between two bodies when one of
the masses is doubled?

When the masses of boih are
doubled?

Will the force of attraction of the earth
be the same on objects placed any
where on the surface of earth? Let's find
out.

Shape

of the earth

The earth is not a perfect sphere. At the

When the distance between the two
objects is doubled?

equator the earth is bulged out a 1itt1e
compared to that in the polar region.
N

When the distance between the
objects is halved?

F rg.

6.2
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Therefore, the distance from the centre
of the earth to the equator will be
greater than the distance from the
centre to the po1es.

Imagining that the mass of the earth is
concentrated at its cenhe, answer the
foliowing-

*

At which point on the surface of the
earth will the gravitational force on
a body be maximum? Discuss it
with reference to the radius of the
earth. Record the injerence.

Where will the force of attraction be

minimum?

How will the force of attraction of
the earth on an object change when
the height of the object from the
earth increases?

An object at the centre of the earth will
be attracted equally in all directions by
the matter around it. Hence the
effective force of attraction on it wili be
zeto.
According to Newton's second iaw of
motion, when a force is applied on an
object there will be an acceleration on
the object. V\4ren the earth exerts this
force on an object, the acceleration
experienced by the object is the
accelera lion duc to g ra v itv.

Acceleration due to gravity
We have founcl that when objects of
different masses were suspended from
a spring balance, the force of atlraction
by ihe earth was greater on the object
having greater mass and lower on the
one with lower mass. II you drop
es

I P6ysiCoiSciences

objects of different masses from a
height, which one will reach the earth
first?
Letts see

Hold chalk, rubber, pencii, pen etc. at
a maximum height possible. Drop
them simultaneously and observe the
fall. Which one reaches the ground
firsi?

*'

down pieces of wood and iron
of different sizes from the top of a
smooth inclined plank of wood.
Which one reaches the ground
first?
Ro1l

If all the objects dropped at the

same

time from the same height are to reach
the ground simultaneously, why didn't

Sonu's pen and papers reach the
ground at the same time?

Try dropping simultaneously some
leaves, pieces of paper, and a stone
from a height. Which one reaches the
ground first?
Take two pieces of paper o{ the same
size. Crumple one of them into a ba11.
Drop both from a height at the same
time. Which one reaches the ground
first?

The plain paper and the crumpled
paper have the same mass. Then why
did one of them reach the ground flrst?
Discuss this and note down your
inferences.

Newton's experiment with

a

feather and a coin
Newton put a coln and a feather in a
long glass tube. He held the iube

Using Newton's second law of motion,
can you find out the acceleration of an
object falling to the ground? Here the
force exerted on the object is the
gravitational force of attraction of the
earth.
This gravitational force of attraction
GMm
---:is,,R,
F=

M : mass of the earth
m = mass of the object
R : the distance from the centre of
the earth to the centre of the
Fig.5.3

vertically and suddenly turned it
upside do\tm. He found ihai the feather
reached the other end a bit later. He

repeated the experiment after
removing all the air from the tube. This
time he found that both reached the
other end at the same time.

The great scientist Galileo Galilei
guessed that objects like paper did not
drop as fast as some others because of
the resistance offered by the air. But in
his time there was no instrument to
remove alr from a space. Newton was
actually proving what Gaiileo had
guessed. Now compare your inference

with the prediction of Galileo. Isn't it
clear now why Sonu's pen and papers

did not reach the ground together?
How does a parachutist come down

object.

Let a be the acceleration produced by
this force when the object falls down.
From Newton's second 1aw of motion,

F=ma.
This will be equal to the gravitational
force of attraction of the earth. Therefore
GMm

ma= p;
GMm

a= R2

+m

GM

R'
This is acceleration due to gravity.
This is represented by the letter g.
Therefore, we can write g

GM

R:

note down your conclusion in the

Which are the factors that influence
acceleration due to gravity of the
earth? What are the peculiarities of

science diary.

these factors?

The gravitational force of the earth is
different on objects of different masses.
Still how do they all reach the ground
at the same time?

Record them by analysing the equation

safeiy from an aeroplane? Discuss and

for g.

Does the acceleration due to gravity
depend upon the mass of the object
that is faliing down? Now isn't it clear
to you why objects of different masses

reach the ground simultaneously
when dropped from the same height?
Is the value of g the same every where

on earth?

Observe the figure 6.2

*

*

value of g is taken as 10m/s'?.
Can we find out the value of g by an
experiment? The table 5.2 in unit 5

where the periods and length of

n

Are distances from the centre of the
earth to the equator and to the poles
the same?

Which distance is greater?

* If the value of R in the equation
CM
e - i,' is made smaller, what will

a

simple pendulum are recorded can be
used to find out the value of g. If the
length of the pendulum is I and period
T, acceleration due to gravity is

=4n'!

From the experiment you have done,
find out the vaiue of g for each iength
of the pendulum.
Consider the radius of the earth to be
R . An aeroplane of mass m is flying at
a height h. \44rat is the force with which
ihe plane attracts the earth?

be its effect on the value of g?

*

The earth attacts the plane with a {orce
F given by

If R is greater?

Will the value of g be the same

a1l

over the earth?

Then

Where will the vaiue of g be lower?

Let's examine the acceleration o{ the
piane and the earth.

\\4-rat

will

be the

gravitational force

o{ attraction at the centre of the earth?

What will be the value of g there?

It has been found that the value of g is
9.83m/s'? at the poles of ihe earth and
9.79m/s2 at the equator. We use the
average of these two, 9.8m/ s2 in
experiments. But to solve problenls the
zo

if the

will the value of g be

greater?

*

(R+h)

engine of the plane fails
why does the plane fall to the earth?
Isn't it enough that the earth fal1s on the
plane?

Where

*

GMm
F: ---- ,

I PhiiiCo ScienCes

Imagine that the engine of a plane oI
mass 10,000 kg, fails when in the sky.
The mass of the earth is 5.98 x 10,a kg
and its radius 6.37 x 106m. What will
be the force of attraction between
them? What will be the acceleration of
the piane? \44'rat wil1be the acceleration
of the earth?

Mass of the

earth

Mass of the plane

:

M

The distance between them
Force of

attraction

=
=

R+h

Therefore

weight = sxm

F

w

Accelera Lion of lhe ea rlh

F

Discuss

CMm
(R + ht'

M
-:rf
_X GMm
(R+h)']

I

*

M

change in weight of

Where does an object experience
more weight - at the equator or at
the poles? Why?

(R +h)

Acceleration o{ the plane

:
* Where

does an object experience
more weight - on the surface

1

m

of the earth or in the upper

GM
(R +

the

objects at different places on the earth.
Then answer the following questions.

Gm

GMm
(R +h)':

=mg

atmosphere? Why?

h)'1

Which has a greater acceleration?
The earth or the plane?
If so will the plane fal1 to the earth
or the earth to the plane, when the
engine fails?

Mass and weight
125Rg of gotf ta?gn from tfiirw,anan-

What wi11be the weight of an object
at the centre of the earth?

A man can liJt 50kg mass on earth. How

much will he be able to lift on the
moon? On Jupiter? Find the answers
with reference to table 6.3
of

Mass of

RadiDs

th€ celes-

celestial

celestial

Name

of

Value

ofg

tial sphere sphere(kg) sphere (km) m/s'
tfiapuram to Loncfon was ueigfief tfrere
using d sping 6afance. It was foun[
Moon
7.t6, I 0rl
1737.4
.62
tfiat, tfrere k an e4cess weiglit of O.5F,g
Jupiter
I .8987x l0r:
11492
25.95
appro4mate[1.'ffre suspicious fficers
weig [te[ it again using a common
Table 6.3
1afance an[ foun[ no [ffirence. 'Wfiat *
What is the force with which the
con 6e tfre redson?
earth attracts an object of mass
Weight of an object is the gravitational
s0kg?
force of attraction of the eafth on it. This
1

force on an object of mass

- * +.

Therefore, the weight of an

GMm

o

.

GM

But f .

object:

*

How much force ls required to lift
an object of mass 50kg on the earth?

is acceleration due to

gravity of the earth,

g.

Physicol Scien-es:f 7l

*

Using this force how many kg of a
mass can be li{ted on the moon?

Share
friend

your experience with your

s.

If an object is allotoed

to falL freely front n
totll fnII dozun becnuse of the
graaitationaL nttrnction of tlrc earth. This

Using the same force as on earth, how
much mass can be iifted on Jupiter?

height,

it

* If the mass of an athlete is 60kg

is free

fnll. ln free fnll tlrc entire

what is the force of attraction of the
earth on him?
What about the force when he is on
the moon?

We have seen that the weight of an
object depends upon the gravitational
force of attraction of the celestial
sphere on which the object exists.

Free fall
Have you ever experienced the feeling
of falling down?

Have you ever gone on

a

giant wheel?

Common balance
In the common balances

that are used in shops,
the mass placed in each

graoitntional force of the enrth (zueight)
will be used to proaide acceleration for the
object. Therefore the weight of an object
utill be zero uthen it is in free faII .

If

bottle having a hole at the bottom
is filied with water the water will flow
out. What happens if the botile is
falling down?

*

a

Discuss and note down the reason

why ihe water did not flow out
when the bottle was faliing down.

*

When we use a common balance,
what we get is the quantity of
matter contained in the object. Will

Spring balance

When an object

is
suspended from the hook
of a spring balance, the

object undergoes a
pan is compared with
gravitational pull and the
that of the other.
spring extends, depenSince one of the pans
ding upon the pull. It is
holds a known mass,
Fig.6.4
this force that is measured
the mass of the object
in the spring balance. This
iaced in the other pan can be found out.
is the weight of the object.
Mass is the amount of matter contained
Fig.6.5
When taken to different
in an object. \Aihen taken io different parts
of the earth, the change in the gravitational parts of the earth this force will be
pull is felt equally on the objects in both different. Therefore the weight of the
object also rvill be tlifferenl.
the pans.
2
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there be any change in ihe quantity
when measured at different parts of
the earth? Whv?

Place the notebook on a table. Move it
slowiv along the table til1 it just falls
down. Now draw a line on the book

equilibrium

along the edge of the table using a
pencil. Then move the book on the
same side and repeat the experiment
as before to draw another iineRepetition of the experiment will show
that al1 the lines pass through a point.
Try to balance the book by supporting
at this point with your finger. What
happens when supported at a different
poini? Every object has a point where
al1 its weight is considered to be
concentrated. This point is the centre
of gravity. Any object can be balanced
b1, applying a force opposite to its
weight along the vertical line through

(fromas posef a question to fris
frien[s
in cfass. "(an an1 of 1ou fo tfie actirlitl
tfiat te[[ yu?" 'Let's liear', .was tfie

To find the centre of gravity
of lamina of different"shapes

Will there be any

change in the
reading when a spring balance is
used to find the weight of the same
body at different parts of the earth?
\44ry?

What could have been the reason
for the di{ference in weight shown
when the gold was weighed in
England using a sprlng balance?

Centre of gravity and

I

response

of frienfs.

Stan[ up witfr yur feet cfose togetfier
an[ toucliing tfie wa[[. tfie sfiouf[er
portion sfroufd afso toucfi tfie ua[[. If tfie
feft sliouf[er is in contact witfi tfte wa[[,
can yu fift tlie ngftt [eg?"
"

Fl.rcry one tiecf as

{ou

can dfso
?l@?

if it is a si[$

tr). 'Witt yu

matter.

succeef?

the centre of gravity.

Fix a hook at a point on a lamina.
Suspend the lamina by a string tied to
the hook.

Suspend also a plummet from the
point of suspension. Draw a line along
the string of the plummet. Repeat the
experiment by fixing the hook at
different points o{ the lamlna. Haven't
you seen a point through which all

You must have balanced on your
finger a stick or a metre scale to
keep it horizontally. How did you
find out this point on the stick/
metre scale?
You can also balance a notebook on
a finger. At which point shouid you
balance the notebook ? How will
you find out this point?
Fig 6.6
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these lines pass? This point is the
centre of gravity of the lamina.

will be the centre of gravity of
different lamina given in table 6.4?

Where

Write down.
Shape

Centre of gtavity

Square

off the centre of gravity. Take a flat
bottomed plastic bottle. Fill it with
water and place it on a table.
Look at the centre of gravity of the
bottle marked C in fig 6.7. Is the boitle
supported at its centre of gravity?

If

Rectangle

Circle
Triangle
Table 6.4

*

Objects can also be supported at points

If the lamina is thick where wiil the
centre of gravity be? Discuss this
and note it down.

a line is drawn vertically from the
centre of gravity it passes through the
base of the bottle. Tilt the bottle slowly
to one side. Does it go back when you
release it?

*

Where will be the vertical line
through the centre of gravity with
respect to the base of the bottle
when the bottle just topples?

In certain objects the centre of
gravity will be outside the material
of the object. Mention some of these

If the base area of the bottle is larger
what is the chance of the vertical
line through the centre of gravity
falling outside the base? Greater or

objects.

Ring

lesser?

Fig.6.7

(a)

(b)
Fig.6.8

If an object is in a state o{ equilibrium
as in fig. 6.8(a), it can contlnue in the
equilibrium state overcoming sma11
disturbances. Such a state of
equilibrium is stable equilibrium.
\A/hen the bottle is kept upside down
as in fig. 6.8 (b), is its equilibrium stable
or unstable?

Write more examples for unstable
equilibrium compared to the stable
one.

.

A circus man walking along

a

tight

roPe.

What about a bottle lying on its
sides on a table? Fig. 6.8(c). It will take

up a similar equilibrium position,
even if it is disturbed. This is neutral
equilibrium. Write examples for
neutral equilibrium.
\Aihat is the type of equilibrium in each
case of the

ball illuslrated in fig. 6.9.?

Fig.6.9
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Now don't you know why you tend
to fall down when you try to raise
your leg while standlng pressed to the

Repeat the experiment with the
bottle shown in fig. 6.8(a) half filled
with sand.

wa1l?

* I{ an object is to be in a state of
stable equilibrium, should its

Make a list of objects that maintain
stable equilibrium in spite of massive

centre of gravity be low or high?

movements:
Vehicles

Buildings
Vessels

Discuss the statement given below and
note down your findings.

*
'

In a double decker bus, passengers
in the upper deck are not allowed
to travel standing.

